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ABSTRACT
Real-timeDBMS (DataBaseManagement Systems) are an appropriate storage system under real-time constraints. However real-
time DBMS do not implement inference or reasoning mechanisms. Ontologies on the other hand allow these mechanisms by
creating formal representations of concepts, properties and relationships between concepts. Traditionally ontologies have been
applied to static domains, in the sense that entities represented in these ontologies do not change over time. However objects in
real time databases are dynamic; it is possible that an object changes their value along time. To overcome this limitation, in this
paper, we propose a Feedback Control Scheduling Architecture for Real-TimeOntology that develops the temporal aspect within
an ontology in the real time databases and that guarantee of Quality of Service (QoS) for real-time DBMS under unpredictable
workloads.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Atlantis Press SARL.
This is an open access article distributed under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).

1. INTRODUCTION

Many real-time applications are becoming very sophisticated in
their data needs such as information retrieval systems, airline reser-
vation systems, aircraft and spacecraft control, robotics, and so on.
Real-time DBMS (DataBase Management Systems) are an appro-
priate formalism to handle such applications. These systems are
designed to maintain the logical consistency of databases and to
ensure a compliance with timing constraints. However, these sys-
tems are limited to describe concepts, without expressing their
semantics. For these, several studies used the ontologies in the field
of database to provide an adequate representation of needs, nego-
tiate semantics of the concepts in a domain, share heterogeneous
data, represent a domain in an explicit way without ambiguity, and
deduce a new knowledge.

Furthermore, the massive use of ontologies generates a big amount
of semantic data. To facilitate their managements, persistent
solutions to store and query these loads of semantic data were pro-
posed. These gave raise to a new type of databases called ontology-
based databases (OBDBs). Several OBDBs have been proposed,
such as RDFSuite [1], OntoMS [2], OntoDB [3], and OntoDB2 [4].
All the OBDBs architectures do not handle the temporal aspect
forthe advanced applications. In this case, the designer of a database
application must reconcile the ontological concepts of the real-
time application domain with the ontology constructed in these
databases. For that purpose, wewill need to propose a new approach
allows to fill in the limits of these studies and to suggest amethod to
conceptualize the ontology-based real-time databases (OBRTDB).
This approach needs to integrate an ontology representing the real-
time domain into the design process of a real-time database in
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which we will introduce a specific management of the real-time
ontological data based on techniques of scheduling with feedback
control. It consists in proposing an architecture for a Quality of
Service (QoS) enhancement in real-time ontological database. The
proposed architecture is called Feedback Control Scheduling (FCS)
Architecture for Real-Time Ontology denoted by FCS-RTO archi-
tecture.
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2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we will present the OBDB and the real-time ontol-
ogy adapted to real-time applications. Then, we briefly describe the
quality of service approaches for real-time DBMS.

2.1. Ontology-Based Databases

These last years have witnessed the emergence of several works
of rapprochement between databases and ontologies to facilitate
their design. These solutions gave raise to a new databases architec-
ture called OBDBs. The different approaches to building an OBDB
integrate a local ontology in their construction process. The con-
structed ontology presents knowledge about a specific field. The

In this paper, we begin first by presenting the related work con-
taining the ontology-based databases, the real-time ontology and
the QoS approaches for real-time DBMS. In Section 2, we describe
our ontology-based real-time database through QoS management
architecture in the real-timeDBMS. In Section 3, we have described
the functional architecture of the developed simulator and whose
evaluation performance. We conclude this paper by discussing this
work and by focusing on its major perspectives.
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data presented in the advanced applications must have specific
mechanisms for their manipulation in order to manage the tempo-
ral constraints related to them. Moreover, the transactions applied
on this type of data have temporal characteristics in which they
must be validated before the expiration of the deadlines fixed to
them. The following types of information about data and transac-
tions are not considered in the OBDBs modeling. For that, several
characteristics relating to data and transactions will be necessary
to take them into account in the construction of the ontology pre-
sented in these types of systems (OBDBs) such as timing constraints
(e.g., deadlines), data requirement, periodicity, time of occurrence
of events, and transactions conflict.

2.2. Construction of the Real-Time Ontology

Creating a new ontology [5] becomes a necessity to represent the
real-time domain in an explicit way without ambiguity, describing
themost general categories and relations is central, and defining the
temporal information and resolving the semantic conflicts is vital.
In the following section, we present the construction process for
real-time ontology.

To better explain the different tasks performed in the process of
real-time ontology construction and to validate the approach pro-
posed in this paper, we propose as application case, the application
of traffic management assistance. In the transport domain, the base
station for collecting real-time information detect measurements
concerning the vehicles (throughput, speed, vehicle position, etc.).
These measures are intended to operating requirements for road
traffic management such as travel time display, automatic conges-
tion detection, traffic status information. The measures thus col-
lected by the sensors are transmitted periodically to the base station
which records for each: the type of measure, the value, the instant,
the duration during which this data remains valid, and the prede-
fined thresholds which must not be exceeded. The highway traffic
control system (HTCS) produces a message in the form of an alert
containing the results produced. These alerts are characterized by
instants of production, validity interval, type of alert, and so on. The
messages generated by the controller are displayed on variable mes-
sage panel (VMP) to be operable.

The ontological modeling approach for real-time applications [5]
adopt a strategy based on the reuse of OWL-Time ontology and
their construction process consists of three steps. The ontology
construction process (see Figure 1) starts by the first step which
is the domain analysis. In this step, authors concentrate on the
understanding of the real-time applications’ domain in which they
analyzed the characteristics as well as the features of the real-time
applications. In the next step, authors passed to concepts extrac-

proposed and validated by the experts of domain or from the con-
ceptual representations of the real-time applications proposed by
researchers, let us quote for example [6] and [7]. They have identi-
fied two types of concepts, concepts which are specific to the real-
time domain (domain concepts), and concepts that are strongly
related to time which describe the temporal aspect of a real-time
application. The relationships between concepts are classified into
two categories: one is the conceptual relationship and the other is
the semantic one. In addition, they presented the temporal seman-
tic relationships that define the semantics of time, such that Allen’s

temporal relationships [8]. The third step is to represent the ontol-
ogy based on the concepts and relationships identified in the previ-
ous step and which is validated by the domain’s experts.

As a summary, the real-time ontology allows the description of the
functional aspects and also the temporal aspects of real-time appli-
cations for designing the real-time systems. It represents a reference
to all concepts and relationships and especially the relationships
that are not represented by the other methods, such as the temporal
relationships.

2.3. QoS Approaches for Real-time DBMS

Several works based on the QoS as [9, 10], is proposed to manage
the instability phases of real-timeDBMS and to control their behav-
ior. These approaches make this system more robust and stable
against the unpredictable arrivals of transactions. QoS in real-time
DBMS is defined by a collectivemeasures of a service level provided
to the customer. It is characterized by different performance crite-
ria. The main performance criteria is the success ratio (SR) which
measures the percentage of transactions that meet their deadlines.
TheQoS approaches are based on feedback scheduling control tech-
niques in which they introduced two main concepts: quality of data
(QoD) and quality of transaction (QoT). The FCS architecture is
considered as the basic model for QoS management in real-time
DBMS [10]. This architecture is based on the feedback control loop.
The feedback control loop serves to stabilize the system during
the overload and under-use phases. It is based on the principle of
observation and self-adaptation. The observation is to consider the

initially specified QoS parameters, such as the system utilization
rate and the transactions’ SR. From the observation, the system
adjusts its parameters, via the quality of service controller, to
increase or decrease the accepted transactions in the system.

Several studies have been carried out on the data presented in real-
time applications using architectures based on a QoS approach like
[11] and [12]. In addition, these architectures manipulated other
types of data such as multimedia data [13]. In all these works, they
did not consider the management of semantic data which they are
data that refer to an ontology, and that will be presented in the form
of structured data linked to a concept and a set of properties. In the
current work, we propose to adapt the FCS architecture to manage
knowledge (data presented in an ontology).
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Figure 1 The construction process of a real-time ontology.

tion and relationships determination based on the descriptions

operating state of the system and to determine if it matches the
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The integration of the ontology into real-timeDBMShas brought us
to propose an ontology-based real-time DBMS model. This model
is based on the FCS architecture. Our goal is to extend the func-
tionality of FCS to take into account the manipulation of seman-
tic data used in the proposed ontology. The proposed architecture
is called the Feedback Control Scheduling Architecture for Real-
Time Ontology that we note by the FCS-RTO architecture [14]. In
this extension, we exploit the manipulation of the data presented in
the proposed ontology for the real-time domain (real-time knowl-
edge) instead of managing data generated randomly by the sys-
tem in the various extensions proposed previously in the literature
[9, 11] and [15], and we propose mechanisms to manage the trans-
actions applied to this type of data (ontological data).

ID:p0140

Data in our architecture are classified into either real-time onto-
logical data or nonreal-time ontological data. Transactions can be
classified into two classes: update transactions and user transac-
tions. Update transactions are used to update the values of real-time
ontological data in order to reflect the state of real world. Update

ontological data, but in this case, we have another treatment that
is used to check the real-time characteristics (timestamp, lifetime,
and validity) of the data accessed by accessing to their proper-
ties defined in the ontology. User transactions, representing user
requests, arrive aperiodically and may read real-time ontological
data, and read or write nonreal-time ontological data.

ID:p0145

The transactions in our model when they will access to a real-time
ontological data, theymust access to the different time properties, it

is the difference between RTDB and OBRTDB. The example below
(see Figure 2) represents the “Event” class and its different time
dependent properties. The “during” property (p3) defines the valid-
ity period as the validity interval for the classical data of an instance
of the “Event” class. The properties “start” (p1) and “finish” (p2)
respectively define the capture time of the value by the sensor and
the moment when the value of the data becomes useless. In our
case, a transaction to update a real-time ontological data needs to
access to these three properties. For QoS management approaches,
it is important to grant a high level of Data Quality (QoD) which
is defined according to the accuracy and freshness of the real-time
ontological data.

ID:p0155

Our proposed architecture (see Figure 3) keeps the same compo-
nents of the conventional FCS architecture, but the functionality of
some are different. In what follows, we describe the functioning of
the various modules of the FCS-RTO architecture.

ID:p0165

The admission controller has also to check whether a user transac-
tion may be terminated before reaching its deadline or not, accord-
ing to its arrival date and its execution time. In our case, the user
transaction can reach ontological data in a read mode. In this case,
the operations of this transaction necessarily have to reach the prop-
erties of the datum in question, to decide to accept or to reject the
transaction to be executed.

ID:p0170

Transaction scheduling is based on maturity, which will be recal-
culated by integrating a specific mechanisms for our data type. If a
transaction has access to a real-time ontological data, it must access
to its different properties in order to determine the observation time
and the validity interval of the requested data. This mechanism is
used to calculate the deadline and the execution time of the transac-
tion. The transaction handler consists of a freshness manager (FM )
that checks the freshness of real-time ontological data before being

Figure 2
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Examples of real-time ontological data from the SAGT application.
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transactions execute periodically and have only to write real-time

3.
ONTOLOGY-BASED REAL-TIME DBMS:
FCS-RTO

Q S MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE OFo
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Figure 3 The feedback control scheduling architecture for
real-time ontology (FCS-RTO).

accessed by transactions, a concurrency controller (CC) resolving
accessing data conflicts appearing between transactions, and a base
scheduler (BS) determining the execution time of each transaction.

The consistency of the database is maintained by the CC. The 2PL-
HP protocol [16] was proposed to manage conflicts between trans-
actions in real-time context. However, in order to use this algorithm
in real-time ontological database, we propose to adapt this algo-
rithm for real-time ontological data structure. The various cases of
conflicts which can arise between the transactions that can exist in
our architecture can be summarized in both cases following ones:

• Read–Write conflict or Write–Read conflict: In the first case, a
“user” transaction requests a read lock on real-time ontological
data held by an update transaction for the same data. In the
second case, a read lock is held by one or more “user”
transactions on a real-time ontological data, while the
transaction requesting the lock is an update transaction for the
same real-time data.

• Write–Write conflict: In this case, the accessible data is
conventional ontological data (non-real time) and the conflict
is between two “user” transactions.

In the FCS-RTO architecture, we propose a specific CC that takes
into account the real-time ontological data. In this proposed algo-
rithm,wewill deal with case-by-case conflicts to showhowweman-
age transactions regardless of their type.

The following definitions show the different notations used in the
above algorithm:

• Trup and Truser: update transaction and user transaction.

• STH: hold sub-transaction.

• STR: request sub-transaction.

• Conflict_List: A list containing STH in conflict with STR. It
contains a single sub-transaction in the case of a Write–Write
or Read–Write conflict, and one or more sub-transactions in
the case of a Write–Read conflict.

In this adaptation of 2PL-HP, we distinguished two cases:

i. The real-time ontological data is managed by an update trans-
action: in this case, the transaction that holds the data is forced
to access their different properties that depend on time.

ii. The real-time ontological data is managed by a user transac-
tion: in this case, the transaction that holds the data is in read
mode. For this, we have the choice between a simple access to
the data itself (its value), or one of its properties.

At each sampling period, the local monitor samples the system per-
formance data, by referring to statistics about transactions’ execu-
tion, as the number of successful, blocked, aborted transactions,
and so on, which it retrieves from the transaction manager. Mea-
sured values (the system utilization and the transactions’ miss ratio)Pdf_Folio:4
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belong to the feedback control loop and are, then, reported to
the local controller. The local controller includes the local utiliza-
tion controller and the local miss ratio controller, which generate,
respectively, the local miss ratio and the local utilization control
signals, based on the received values and on the system reference
parameters. According to these control signals, the local controller
sets the system target utilization parameter to be considered at the
next sampling period. The scheduler is used to schedule transac-
tions according to the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm.

ID:p0240

The real-time ontology container provide the selected real-time
ontology to be validated with QoS management approach. This
real-time ontology store a structured data associated with an other
ontologies.

4.

ID:TI0050

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

4.1.

ID:ti0055

Simulation Model

ID:p0245

To evaluate the performance of the FCS-RTO architecture, we have
developed a simulator with a java programming called FCS-RTO-
Simulator that allows the execution process of a real-time ontology-

taking into account the functionality of all FCS-RTO components.

ID:p0250

The performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed approach
with the FCS-RTO simulator is the SR which represents the ratio
between the number of transactions that meet their deadlines and
the total number of handled transactions. This simulator is the
implementation of a started FCS Architecture and its improve-
ments. In the following, we briefly describe its components.

ID:p0255

In our simulator, we chose to use the same real-time application
described previously. The data generator is represented by the onto-
logical data in the form of an owl file. The access to the differ-
ent ontological data of the real-time ontology will take place at the
level of the execution module of the transactions. For this, and as
shown in Figure 4, this module is seen interacting with the vari-
ous other modules of the simulator, in order to ensure the execu-
tion of transactions under the required conditions. The transactions
generator generates the two kinds of transaction (user and update).
The scheduler implements the scheduling algorithm, especially the

Figure 4

ID:p0260

Global architecture of FCS-RTO Simulator.

EDF algorithm which sorts transactions according to their priori-
ties. The FM checks the ontological data freshness that transactions
will be accessed. We apply the proposed protocol which represents
an adaptation of the 2PL-HP protocol for taking into account the
ontological data.

ID:p0265

The proposed architecture serves to resolve the existing conflicts
between the transactions applied to the ontological data presented
in our HTCS case study and to guarantee the execution of a large
number of transactions before the termination of their maturity.

4.2.

ID:ti0060

Simulation Settings

ID:p0270

We have evaluated our approach according to a set of simulation
experiments, where a set of parameters have been varied. The sys-
tem parameters for simulations are shown in Table 1. The parame-
ter settings of user transactions are summarized in Table 2. We note
that arrival times of these transactions are generated according to
the “Poisson” process with lambda (𝜆) is varied between 0.4 and
0.9. We generate the update transactions according to the universal
method that assigns random values to their periodicities which can
be higher, lower, or equal to the validity of the real time data that it
manipulates.

Table 1

ID:p0275

System parameter settings.

Parameter Value

ID:t0005

Simulation execution time

ID:t0010

5000

ID:t0015

Number of real-time ontological data

ID:t0020

24

ID:t0025

Number of nonreal-time ontological
data

ID:t0030

29

ID:t0035

Number of sampling period

ID:t0040

5

ID:t0045

Real-time data updating method

ID:t0050

Universal

ID:t0055

Scheduling algorithm

ID:t0060

EDF

ID:t0065

Concurrency control algorithm

ID:t0070

Adapted-2PL-HP

Table 2

ID:p0280

User transactions parameter settings.

Parameter Value

ID:t0075

Number of write operations

ID:t0080

[1, 2]

ID:t0085

Number of read operations

ID:t0090

[1, 2]

ID:t0095

Write operation time (ms)

ID:t0100

2

ID:t0105

Read operation time (ms)

ID:t0110

1

ID:t0115

Slack factor

ID:t0120

10

ID:t0125

Remote data ratio

ID:t0130

20%

ID:ti0065ID:p0285
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based DBMS. It involves to implementing the feedback theory

4.3. Results and Discussions

We have performed a set of experiments which consists of simulat-
ing the behavior of a ontology-based real-time DBMS. In addition,
in our experiments, we varied the execution time of a simulation
and the value of lambda (𝜆) to vary the number of “user” trans-

system.
actions that will be accepted by the admission controller in our
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In Figures 5 and 6, we propose to study the lambda (𝜆) variation
according to accepted user transactions number, this variation may
influences on the SR. This study is performed for each sampling
period for a simulation execution time equal to 5000ms. The results
are summarized in Table 3, where nbTUser is the number of user
transactions committed during each period, SR (Success Ratio) is
the success rate of transactions, and NbTotalTrUser is the number
of “user” transactions accepted by the admission controller for each
value of 𝜆. We give in the following the graphical representation of
these results.

Figure 5

ID:p0300

Simulation results for user transactions.

Figure 6

ID:p0310

Impact of 𝜆 variation on the success ratio for
user transactions.

ID:p0315

In Figure 5, each curve has a value of lambda. When lambda value
is low, the number of user transactions that will be accepted to be
executed in our system is also low, so we will have more user trans-

actions that will meet their deadlines. That’s why the best SR is pre-
sented for lambda equal to 0.4. In addition, the SR deviations for
each curve fromone sampling period to another are due to the feed-
back loop adjustment. In fact, the system adapts its parameters, via
the QoS controller, in order to increase or decrease the accepted
user transactions to stabilize the behavior of the real-time ontology-
based DBMS, thus avoiding overloading or under-utilization of the
system.

ID:p0320

In Figure 6, the transaction SR according to each lambda value was
presented for an execution time of 5000 ms, regardless of their val-
ues during each sampling period.We note that the user transactions
SR is influenced by the increase of the lambda values. In this case,
the number of user transactions handled by the systemwill increase
and therefore the number of conflicts in accessing data, while the
user SR will decreased.

ID:p0325

The update transactions number are defined according to the sim-
ulation execution time. In Figure 7, we present the SR of update
transactions in each sampling period. The decrease in the SR from
one period to another is due tothe increase of the update transac-
tions number that will be executed. For example, in period number
one, fewer transactions are ready to be executed, so more transac-
tions that will meet their deadlines. In addition, the SR for update
transactions is always high compared to user transactions, because
the system promotes update transactions than user transactions.

Figure 7

ID:p0330

Simulation results for update transactions.

ID:p0335

The system guarantees a good conditions for the execution of all
transactions, and a overall system performance in terms of QoS
by increasing the number of transactions that meet their deadlines

Table 3

ID:p0295

Simulation results for an execution time of 5000 ms.

Lambda
Period

𝜆 = 0.4 𝜆 = 0.6 𝜆 = 0.8 𝜆 = 0.9

ID:t0135ID:t0140

nbTUser

ID:t0145

SR

ID:t0150

nbTUser

ID:t0155

SR

ID:t0160

nbTUser

ID:t0165

SR

ID:t0170

nbTUser

ID:t0175

SR

ID:t0180

Period 1

ID:t0185

384

ID:t0190

97

ID:t0195

400

ID:t0200

69

ID:t0205

336

ID:t0210

44

ID:t0215

315

ID:t0220

40

ID:t0225

Period 2

ID:t0230

386

ID:t0235

97

ID:t0240

408

ID:t0245

71

ID:t0250

342

ID:t0255

45

ID:t0260

322

ID:t0265

37

ID:t0270

Period 3

ID:t0275

386

ID:t0280

97

ID:t0285

835

ID:t0290

73

ID:t0295

686

ID:t0300

46

ID:t0305

660

ID:t0310

41

ID:t0315

Period 4

ID:t0320

753

ID:t0325

98

ID:t0330

1239

ID:t0335

72

ID:t0340

1026

ID:t0345

45

ID:t0350

945

ID:t0355

37

ID:t0360

Period 5

ID:t0365

754

ID:t0370

99

ID:t0375

1659

ID:t0380

72

ID:t0385

1443

ID:t0390

48

ID:t0395

1400

ID:t0400

43

ID:t0405

NbTotalTrUser (𝜆) 763 2287 3203 3577
Pdf_Folio:6
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using ontological data. Then, the result provided by FCS-RTO con-
firms that the contribution of the feedback loop remains relevant
for the ontology-based real-time DBMS.

The ontology-based real-time DBMS is proposed to manage a new
type of data that depends on semantics. For this, our system offers
a reliable access to ontological data and a good conditions for the
transactions that accessed to them to respect their deadlines, and
therefore to have a good performance.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have proposed a ontology-based real-time DBMS
model. The performance study of this model require the use of
QoS-based architectures which the feedback control scheduling
technique is the best case. In this order, FCS-RTO is proposed.
This architecture is suitable to make the system in stable state and
enhance its performance. The FCS-RTO ensures a best function-
ing of the system components face to ontology-based real-time
database. To evaluate the performances of the FCS-RTO, we have
built a simulator allowing to measure the transactions SR. The var-
ious simulations that we carried out confirmed the contribution of
our system, that is we obtain more successful transactions before
their deadlines for both types of the transactions (user and update),
in particular with the increase of the size of the system. This returns
to the fact that with our approach, the requirements for transactions
to enter the system and complete their execution before deadlines
are less. Our system thus offers a reliable access to ontological data
and a good conditions for the transactions that reach it tomeet their
deadlines, and thus have a good performance.

A short-termextension of ourwork is to extend the FCS-RTOarchi-
tecture, by the various extensions proposed for the basic FCS archi-
tecture. Our objective will always remain to improve the QoS in
real-time DBMS, by givingmore chances to the transactions to suc-
ceed their executions, without affecting the freshness of the real-
time ontological data, and by guaranteeing a certain stability of the
system in the face of the unpredictable workloads. It would be inter-
esting to integrate the notion of (m, k)-firm constraints, applied to
update transactions in order to relax the atomicity property. We
will also propose to integrate other techniques for the concurrency
control and the scheduling algorithms like the Mixed Real-Time
Scheduling (MRTS) protocol [17].

In addition, in FCS-RTO, we did not consider the distribution of
transactions. We focused on QoS in the case of a centralized envi-
ronment. Another extension of our work will be to apply it to the
distributed context. Indeed, the presence of multiple sitesin a dis-
tributed system poses problems that were not present in the cen-
tralized systems and the performance of the distributed systems
depends on the distribution of the workload between the sites.
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